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Abstract

Agile manufacturing is an approach to manufacturing that leverages flexibility, bottom-up
innovation, and augmentation in order to quickly adapt, through an iterative process, to changing
conditions such as customer needs and market changes while still controlling costs and quality. The
term is applied to an organization that has created the processes, tools, and training needed to be
able to do so.

Using collaborative robots that are integrated into automated guided vehicles (AGVs) is a new way
to promote agile manufacturing that also brings many technological challenges. Having better
resilience under unexpected changes and conditions is demanded from every system on the factory
floor in this futuristic setup. One example of such demands or requirements would be how
automated mobile manipulators respond to deviations in physical location of workpieces and
environment tools. This project aims to implement and review methods that facilitate the docking
and manipulation of the autonomous mobile manipulators (MiR100+UR3e and SEIT100+YuMI)
available in the Aalto Factory of the Future (AFoF).

A complete solution was implemented only for the MiR100+UR3e mobile manipulator, while the
image recognition unit and pick-and-place operation of the YuMI robot was developed and tested
without combining them with the SEIT100’s guided mission to form a complete solution.  A couple
of 3D markers were created (both physically and in the MiR100’s API) and used by the
MiR100+UR3e mobile manipulator to guide it into the correct position for doing the assigned
pick-and-place tasks. For the UR3e robot arm and gripper, an orange tag attached to the gripper was
used in the calibration process. The tag was recognized by the image recognition unit (camera +
Jetson Nano) and the appropriate coordinate transformation (between the camera coordinate frame
and the UR3e’s base coordinate frame) was calculated and sent to the mobile manipulator to ensure
that the gripper would reach accurately to the workpiece in the pick-and-place operation.
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1 Introduction
Agile manufacturing is an approach to manufacturing that leverages flexibility, bottom-up
innovation, and augmentation in order to quickly adapt, through an iterative process, to changing
conditions such as customer needs and market changes while still controlling costs and quality. The
term is applied to an organization that has created the processes, tools, and training needed to be
able to do so.

Using collaborative robots that are integrated into automated guided vehicles (AGVs) is a new way
to promote agile manufacturing that also brings many technological challenges. Having better
resilience under unexpected changes and conditions is demanded from every system on the factory
floor in this futuristic setup. One example of such demands or requirements would be how
automated mobile manipulators respond to deviations in physical location of workpieces and
environment tools. The aim of this project was to implement and review methods that facilitate the
docking and manipulation of the autonomous mobile manipulators (MiR100+UR3e and
SEIT100+YuMI) available in the Aalto Factory of the Future (AFoF).

Using the 3D markers as docking points in the immediate environment of the mobile manipulator
proved to be challenging, as the robot’s final location often deviated significantly relative to the
EnAS-workbench with the conveyor belts on which the workpieces were located. Image processing
was also needed to find workpieces in the production line. Additionally, there was a need for
coordinate frame transformation as the image recognition unit (web camera + Jetson Nano mini
computer) interpreted the location of the workpiece from the camera’s own coordinate frame, while
the UR3e robot needed to know the location of the workpiece in its own base frame in order for the
pick-and-place operation to be accurate enough. Thus, there was a need for a robust calibration
method, able to adapt to the unexpected changes in the docking location of the mobile manipulator.
The developed calibration method utilized an orange tag attached to the gripper, from which the
camera could find the robot arm in the picture frame and calculate the distance between the gripper
and the workpiece from that same picture. For communication with the robot REST, API, web
services and sockets were used.

Finally, a complete solution was developed for the MiR100+UR3e mobile manipulator for red and
green circular workpieces, while the solution for SEIT100+YuMI IRB 14000 mobile manipulator
was partially completed, as the image processing unit and pick-and-place operation was created and
tested. Thus, there is a possibility for continuing the development of the solution for the
SEIT100+YuMI IRB 14000 mobile manipulator in the future if there is a need for it.
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2 Objective
● To analyze and describe the situations that demand better tools to work under unexpected

deviations of workpieces and environment tool's location for the automated mobile
manipulators in the Aalto Factory of the Future.

● To implement a method for autonomous mobile manipulators (MiR100+UR3e and
SEIT100+YuMI IRB14000) and to efficiently work under unexpected deviations of
workpiece location or the position of the manipulator.

2.1 Hypothesis
The expected users of the system under development are factories which use or are interested in
agile manufacturing in their production lines. The system is expected to work in a way that the user
should not have to stop the manufacturing processes due to faulty or stuck workpieces, which the
robot should be able to remove instead. This would make the production line easier to keep running
and more efficient. By the end of the project this should be ready to demonstrate in different
scenarios. For example, the robot could assist to manipulate different workpieces of different colors
or shapes stuck in specific parts of a conveyor belt system.

3 Project plan
The Project plan is included as an appendix to this document, and the link to the Gantt-chart from
which the reader can gain an overview of the Project plan can be found from here. The group chose
to split the project into five phases that described the workflow: Planning, Learning new
skills/knowledge, Conceptualization, Implementation, Final Delivery, all of which can be found
below with descriptions.

3.1 Phases of the Project:
● Planning

The planning stage was divided into two different categories which involved creating
and formulating the project plan based on the expected outcomes and objectives defined by
the instructor, as well as primary analysis and testing of the mobile manipulators and
factory, focusing on finding which situations demand better tools.

● M1: Project Plan (DL: 11.02.2021)
● M2: Primary analysis and testing of hardware setup (DL: 26.02.2021 )

● Learning new skills/knowledge
This stage included all the tasks related to rehearsing old skills and/or learning new skills or
knowledge that would be useful or necessary for developing the product and completing the
conceptualization- and implementation stages.

● M3: Rehearse Microcontroller basics (DL: 26.02.2021)
● M4: Rehearse Mechatronics basics (DL: 26.02.2021)
● M5: Rehearse Python programming basics (DL: 26.02.2021)
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● M6: Rehearse PLC programming basics (DL: 26.02.2021)
● M7: Rehearse Linux basics (DL: 26.02.2021)
● M8: Learning RobotStudio for YuMI (DL: 19.03.2021)
● M9: Learning web development basics for API (DL: 19.03.2021)
● M10: Learning Image processing basics using Python (DL: 19.03.2021)

● Conceptualization
This stage included developing the business model while taking into account the demands of
the customer, defining the action- and movement scenarios for the mobile manipulators and
getting the concepts approved by the customer.

● M11: Method Conceptualization (DL: 12.03.2021)
● M12: Business Presentation Slides (DL: 12.03.2021 )
● M13: Business Aspects Documentation (DL: 19.03.2021)
● M14: Defining movement scenarios for mobile manipulators (DL: 19.03.2021)
● M15: Customer approves of the concept (DL: 29.03.2021)

● Implementation
For this stage, the focus was on various divided tasks that are required to accomplish the
defined project goals. Sequential implementation of those tasks was divided into the
following milestones:

● M16: Remote Control of Mobile Manipulators (DL: 12.03.2021)
● M17: Elaboration of 3D markers (DL: 19.03.2021)
● M18: Advanced Mobile Manipulators Movements (DL: 05.04.2021 )
● M19: Docking implemented (DL: 19.04.2021)
● M20: Image processing implemented (DL: 01.05.2021)
● M21: Communication implemented (DL: 01.05.2021 )
● M22: Method implementation and testing in system (DL: 17.05.2021)

● Final delivery
Project preparation for the final gala, preparing the final documents, presentations and
required repositories (Aalto GIT)

● M23: Everything is ready for the Final Gala (DL: 22.5.2021)
● M24: All the project deliverables accepted by the customer (DL: 31.5.2021)
● M25: Submitting the approved final reports (DL: 3.6.2021)

The Work breakdown structure (WBS) can be found in the Project plan on pages 5-10, where the
actions needed and work hour estimates to complete the work packages (Planning, Primary setup
analysis, Business & Marketing, Mobile Manipulators (YuMI & MiR), Docking, Image Processing,
Communication & Web Services, Delivery) can be found. The original Gantt-chart with all the
milestones for the Project Plan can be found here or in the List of Appendices in this document.

The original Project plan was only followed to ca. 60 percent or up until the halfway point, because
of the underestimation of the workload needed to complete the big tasks such as docking, image
processing and gripper calibration. The plan was subsequently changed after the halfway point so
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that the group could first develop one complete solution for one of the mobile manipulators and
then focus on the other one, in order to make sure that there is something to deliver to the customer.

4 Results for mobile manipulator MiR100+UR3e
The solution was fully implemented on the MiR100+UR3e mobile manipulator. The system uses a
camera with a top down view of the conveyor to find the workpieces and later the gripper. The
whole system is mainly controlled by a Jetson Nano, which hosts the web interface on its local
server and runs the image processing code. The Jetson also triggers the mission of the mobile
manipulator.

Figure 1: The overall architecture and hierarchy of the project between components
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4.1 MiR100
In the MiR100 API, a mission (or “routine”) was made in order to run the sequence effectively. The
mission “gr8_pick_up_workpiece” docks the mobile manipulator to the EnAS workstation using a
3D marker. This sequence is relatively simple, as all it does is move to a pre-docking position (the
position “5” as can be seen in Figure 2 below) and then finds the 3D marker “3Dmarkertest1” and
docks the AGV as accurately as possible. Then the mission triggers the UR3e collaborative robot by
calling on the UR mission “gr8_move_to_grasp.urp”, the functionality of which is described more
in detail in section 4.2. The third and final task of the mission is also a relatively simple task, this
mission drives the robot away and docks at the charging point.

Figure 2: The MiR100 mission”gr8_pick_up_workpiece”, composed of blocks of
smaller  missions. The view is similar to the one in the MiR100 API’s Mission Editor.
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Figure 3: The MiR100+UR3e mobile manipulator docked at the 3D marker (plus offset)

4.2 UR3e
The UR program reads the position of the workpiece from MiR PLC registers and moves to a
position where the gripper can be found by the camera. When the position of the gripper is
determined, the image recognition performed with Jetson calculates a relative position for the UR to
move to the pregrasp position located 10 cm above the workpiece. The robot then moves down
towards the workpiece and grips it, places the workpiece on top of the mobile AGV’s workbench
and moves back to the initial position.
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Figure 4: The UR3e gripper and yellow marker for calibrating to center_pose. The yellow
color is extracted from the image to locate the marker position.

4.3 Jetson Nano
The Jetson Nano is the centerpiece for adaptive control in this system. It handles image processing,
triggering of missions and the web interface.
Connected to the Jetson is a Logitech Streamcam which is placed above the conveyors as a top
down view with an image size of 1920x1080. Figure 4 is an image extracted from the camera in
operation. The program utilizes the camera and processes the images to detect workpieces on the
conveyor of the ENAS production line. The program is written in Python 3 with the OpenCV
library for image processing. The image is converted from the color model RGB to HSV to better
filter the image for the corresponding HSV values for red and green colors i.e. the color of the
workpieces. Rectangular contours are drawn around detected blobs greater than 35 pixels in width
and height. The coordinates of the detected object is the middle point of the drawn rectangular
contour. The camera takes a picture every 250 ms. If a workpiece has been idle on the conveyor belt
for 10 consecutive frames, the code triggers the MiR mission “gr8_pick_up_workpiece”. The MiR
mission is triggered with the REST API using /post with a mission id as a payload and writing the
status with a /put request with an integer payload corresponding to the MiR “execute queue” status.
The mission “gr8_pick_up_workpiece” then moves the manipulator to the docking and places the
robot gripper in the frame of the camera to a known center_pose. As the URScript
“gr8_move_to_grasp.urp” is running, the program waits for the UR3 to move into the expected
center_pose configuration. The URScript and Main program are synchronized by using integer
registers 5 and 6 to either have the value of 1 or 0, which indicates if it is the Main program’s or
URScipt’s turn to proceed respectively. This leads to the two programs to execute and wait for its
turn to proceed in an alternating fashion.
As the MiR’s position and angle deviate for each run, it is required to include some corrections in
the transformations from camera frame to base for more accurate grasping. The solution to this is to
move the UR3 “blindly” towards the center_pose and calculate the error to the real center_pose
based on the position of the yellow marker on the UR3 end effector in the camera frame. The
desired coordinates for the center pose in the camera frame are known and hard coded as [997 px,
561 px]. The relative pixel coordinates are transformed to base frame reference and put into
registers 101-103 for the URScript to proceed and move towards the real center_pose. Additionally,
the minor angle error of the base frame is calculated by the first movement by comparing the angle
between the performed trajectory and the desired trajectory. The above mentioned calibration
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maneuver is repeated until the yellow marker on the UR3 is within 5 pixels of the real center_pose.
The yellow marker is detected similarly, but separately, from the red and green workpieces.
When we know that the UR3 is at the center_pose, the translation of the robot is irrelevant since
relative coordinates are used. The angle error, however, remains relevant.

Figure 5: A state diagram on the process between the Jetson and the UR3.
The coordinates of the workpiece are known in the camera frame and are represented as pixel
coordinates. The coordinates of the object in the camera frame need to be transformed into the
UR3’s base frame and scaled from pixel values to meters. The positive x-direction in the camera
frame is towards the right in the image and the positive y-direction is downwards in the image, with
the origin placed in the upper left corner of the image. From an initial configuration of the MiR and
UR3, the angles between the base and camera frame were achieved by computing the angles
between the x-axis of the camera frame and the x-axis of the base frame by extracting the
coordinates from the UR3 by placing the manipulator at two different points along the camera
frame’s x-axis. The angle around the z-axis between the base and camera frame can then be
computed with simple vector calculations. i.e.

.α = cos−1(
𝑥

𝑏
 · 𝑥

𝑐

|𝑥
𝑏
| ·|𝑥

𝑐
| )

The calculated rotation around the z-axis is roughly 0.8197 rad, which corresponds to roughly 47°.
Additionally a rotation of 𝜋 rad around the x-axis is required, since the y-axis is facing the opposite
direction. The resulting transformation matrix for transforming pixel values in the camera frame to
meters in base frame is
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where the index b and c correspond to base frame and camera frame respectively and k is a scalar
corresponding to a calibrated meter per pixel value. No translation matrix is needed as the
movement is specified in relative coordinates and the UR3 starts its relative movement from a
known position (center_pose).

The calculated position of the object is assigned to the MiR registers for the UR3 to𝑝
𝑏

proceed to the pregrasp pose. When the Main program has successfully moved the UR3 to the
center_pose and put the calculated pregrasp_pose coordinates to the MiR registers, the Main
program is finished. The cycle is currently only executed once, but would now be ready for a new
cycle.
The web interface is built using Django, a Python based Web development framework. A SQLite
database is used to store data locally on the Jetson. SQLite is not the most efficient tool when it
comes to databases, but is sufficient in this application. The status value of the execution is stored
as a boolean in the database. When the web interface is first opened, a username and password is
needed to be able to execute the image processing code. There are two buttons in the main page,
“Start” and “stop”, which executes and stops the cycle. When start is pressed, a Python subprocess
is started in the background and the status in the database is updated accordingly. When the stop
button is pressed, the backend terminates the script and pauses the MiR execution. Every 5 seconds
the site sends a request to the backend to check the status of the execution. If it has changed the site
is updated accordingly.

List of library dependencies

Python 3

OpenCV2 4.1.1

Numpy 1.13.3

requests 2.18.4

Django 3.2.3

Table 1: List of dependencies

4.4 Remote control
During the 2020 Project Work, “Distributed intelligent production involving remote actors”, an
OpenVPN cloud platform was created for the lab. Using this VPN connection it was possible to
access the lab resources remotely and work on the project was therefore carried out mostly
remotely. Since the project involved physical machines, it was crucial to have at least one member
of the group in the lab when testing the solutions developed.
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5 Results for mobile manipulator SEIT100+YuMI IRB14000
The solution for the SEIT100+YuMI IRB14000 mobile manipulator was developed only partially,
as only the pick-and-place operation and the image processing for the YuMI IRB 14000 robot was
developed and tested on the workpieces. The network device on the YuMi was updated, making the
robot connect to the same network as the AGV. The idea was to use Python to control the
manipulator, by communicating with SEIT100 through the rest API and with the YuMi through
socket by using the Python library “sockets”.

Through the SEIT API it is possible to control the AGV similarly as through the MiR API. A
simple mission to move around the lab was created, which could easily be modified to move to a
point close to the production line. It is possible to run missions through the rest API by using the
Python library “requests”.

YuMi should wait for the Python code to trigger the execution, where the arm would go above the
working area to activate the camera. The YuMi would then execute the developed image processing
code and calculate the relative grasp position. Then, the YuMi would move to this new position via
some pregrasp position above, grasp the workpiece and remove it from the conveyor. Then it would
send a socket message to the Python code, which would run a mission for SEIT to get back to the
starting position.

6 Conclusion of results
The objectives of the project were

● To analyze and describe the situations that demand better tools to work under unexpected
deviations of workpieces and environment tool's location for the automated mobile
manipulators in the Aalto Factory of the Future

● To implement a method for autonomous mobile manipulators (MiR100+UR3e and
SEIT100+YuMI IRB14000) and to efficiently work under unexpected deviations of
workpiece location or the position of the manipulator.

The group managed to complete the first objective and half of the second objective, as the method
for MiR100+UR3e mobile manipulator setup was fully implemented while the method for the
SEIT100+YuMI IRB14000 mobile manipulator setup was only partially implemented.

For the MiR100+UR3e setup, the manipulator drives to the docking station with random variations
in position, the maximum difference is about 69mm in x direction and 91mm in y direction, see
table 2. The variation in position for the manipulator does not impact the execution significantly, as
the camera is able to localize the gripper. The gripper picks up the workpiece with a success rate of
80-90%, with the reference tests yielding 90% success rate.
The SEIT100 and YuMi workstation however, needs extra work. All different modules, i.e. image
recognition, driving the SEIT100, manipulating the arm and communication, were developed
separately to some extent, or some similar functionality was implemented. All that remains is
combining all these modules into a single software and developing an interface for the manipulator.
The interface for MiR100 and UR3e can mostly be reused.
The web interface is a simple start and stop interface with authentication. It could benefit from
major improvements, such as manual control of the AGV and robot arm, more detailed status
messages, and possibly even an overview camera stream of the lab to support remote working
through the interface.
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AVERAGE MAXIMUM MINIMUM DIFF

X −304,35 −271,55 −340,28 68,73

Y 425,66 466,62 375,34 91,28

Z 22,81 24,24 20,84 3,40

Table 2: The position variation of the manipulator in 10 runs

7 Reflection of the Project
7.1 Achieving objectives

To reiterate, the expected output of the project was “implementing a method for autonomous mobile
manipulators (MiR100+UR3e and SEIT100+YuMI IRB14000) to efficiently work under
unexpected deviations of workpiece location or the position of the manipulator”.

The group had to adjust the objectives midway through the project, due to mostly internal reasons.
The solution for the SEIT100+YuMI IRB14000 mobile manipulator was developed only partially,
as only the pick-and-place operation and the image processing for the YuMI IRB 14000 robot was
developed and tested on the workpieces.

The reason for not completing a complete solution for that mobile manipulator was mostly due to
planning errors and time management issues for which the Project Manager was primarily
responsible. The small size of the group (3 people compared to the usual 4-5 people) and the
everyday COVID-19 related restrictions on campus (a small number of people allowed in the lab)
also had some impact on the group’s ability to work and ultimately on the outcome of the project.
There were also some technical difficulties in using sockets to connect to the YuMI IRB 14000
robot, partly due to lacking technical skills at the time and partly due to the Wi-Fi in the lab being
renewed at that time. Finally, developing the solution for the MiR100+UR3e mobile manipulator
proved to be more challenging and time-demanding than expected due to the extreme demand on
the calibration method to be precise, resilient and flexible. To summarize, internal reasons which
were mostly related to time management was the main reason for why a solution was developed for
only one of the two mobile manipulators.

The group had a predetermined budget of 1000 euros which was to be used only on components,
licenses or any other equipment needed for the project. In Table 3 in the end of this chapter, we can
see the report of costs for the project:

The one solution which was created for the MiR100+UR3e mobile manipulator proved to be a very
satisfactory solution as it fulfilled all the objectives mentioned in the Expected Output, and group
members learned a lot regarding participating in a large project such as this and also learned some
new technical and practical skills.
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Quantity Item Total Price (euros)

1 Polystyrene for 3d markers 27

2 OpenVPN license 140

1 TP-LINK TL-WR902AC 30

1 Logitech Streamcam 139

1 JETSON NANO 2GB
DEVELOPMENT KIT (With
Wi-Fi)

66,5

1 Adapter 5.1V DC, 3A 9,1

1 Adapter USB-C To USB A 10,5

1 32 GB MicroSDHC Card
Class 10, U3, UHS-I

24,6

4 USB A to Male USB Micro
USB Cable, USB 2.0, 1m, 90
Deg.

21,6

1 3D printing (PLA + SLA
resin)

25

1 Other consumables (PLA
filaments, spare USB cables,
ESP32 Eye backup camera
etc.)

130,12

Total 623,42 euros

Table 3: The report of costs of the project

7.2 Timetable

The timeline and schedule defined in the Project plan was realized very well up until phase
“Implementation”. The whole phase was delayed significantly, mostly due to underestimation of the
workload required to complete the tasks related to docking and remote control of the robot by using
3D markers (M14, M16, M17,M18, M19) and finally image processing (milestones M10, M20).

Planning and workload estimation was poorly executed which led to delay in making the 3D
markers necessary for developing and testing the remote control of the mobile manipulators and
most importantly, docking.
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The area for which the workload was most significantly underestimated was image processing when
taking into account the hours needed to create the calibration method of which image processing
was a part of. Image processing in and of itself was not too difficult to realize, but creating an
effective calibration method relying on image processing was proven to be quite difficult as the
mobile manipulator’s docking location relative to the EnAS workbench was prone to deviate
significantly for each mission execution.

All in all, the schedule was realized to a satisfactory degree. Still, there was a lot of room for
improvement as one very good solution was created, but the other one was only partially finished.
Poor planning of the schedule and underestimation of workload for the calibration method were the
primary reasons for why the schedule wasn’t realized fully, and the Project Manager takes full
responsibility for that.

In Figure 6 below we can see a plot where we compare the planned weekly working hours to the
real weekly working hours. It can be noted that the planned working hours were determined very
early, in the start of the project so the planned hours were only serving as a guideline for the group
members to follow.

Figure 6: The planned weekly workings hours vs. the real weekly working hours

7.3 Risk analysis
The most crucial risks were mentioned in the Project Plan, either on pages 5-10 when discussing the
WBS or on pages 14-15  when discussing Risk Management. The “scheduling problems”, “poorly
implemented 3D markers” and “programming challenges” were the most crucial risks and they all
realized in one way or another. The scheduling problems were largely due to initial poor planning
and underestimation of workload for the image processing and calibration parts, which were both
dependent on implementing good 3D markers initially.
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The implemented 3D markers were tested out at first and moved around both physically and
virtually (in the MiR100’s API) to see if the docking accuracy would improve (measured as
manipulator location relative to EnAS workbench). At first, the group tried to circumvent the issue
by focusing on making a better calibration method. However, after some testing a good position for
the 3D marker was found during the final week before the Final Gala (very late) and the positioning
of the 3D markers was marked by putting tape on the floor along the borders of the 3D marker’s
base.

Figure 7: The positioned 3D marker with tape marking its position

As mentioned, the group tried to develop such a resilient and effective calibration method that the
lackluster docking accuracy of the mobile manipulator could be mitigated. This was only partially
successful due to programming challenges, and a lot of testing was done to determine errors in the
calibration methods used and in the calibration code. Finally, the programming errors were fixed
around the same time as the 3D marker issue was seemingly fixed, which resulted in a very robust
solution that can safely detect and remove any deviated workpiece that the web camera in the image
processing unit can detect.

Unfortunately, the aforementioned problems were caused mainly by poor planning by the group and
by poor time management of the whole group. In short, small scheduling problems in the beginning
grew to be big scheduling problems in the end, so the solution for the second mobile manipulator
SEIT100+YuMI IRB14000 was never finished. Still, it needs to be mentioned that the group
members remained flexible in their working schedule and did the best they could once the situation
had worsened in regards to the whole project schedule, in order to minimize the effect these
scheduling problems had on the project as a whole. Completing such a robust solution for one
manipulator was not an easy feat and resulted in a high-quality solution.

7.4 Project Meetings
In the beginning of the project, the split between remote project meetings and face-to-face meetings
were about 50/50, whereas all of the meetings were at least partially done remotely, usually one
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group member was alone in the lab or with the group’s instructor, while the other two members
attended from home. Zoom or Microsoft Teams were used for booking and having the call, while a
shared Google Drive hosted one Google Document file for each separate meeting in which the
agenda of the day, notes from the meeting and a to-do list was included (the to-do list served as the
“memo” for that meeting and as the base for next meetings agenda). All of the meeting notes are
still archived in that same drive.
The Project Manager learned the importance of writing a good agenda for each meeting, as it
greatly affected how effective that meeting whas. The group learned as a whole to be more effective
with the meetings: in the beginning, the agenda was somewhat sloppily written and a lot of time
was used for discussing things that could’ve been settled earlier, e.g. in the lab. Later on, the agenda
was summarized better and group members often already knew what the agenda was or what they
needed to focus on, which helped the Project Manager a lot. In short, the lesson learned was to have
a clear agenda, discuss and assign tasks quickly, and end the meeting if all the tasks of the day have
been discussed and resolved.

7.5 Quality
Quality was mainly discussed when developing and implementing the calibration method, where
the problem often was that we had a partially working solution (within a fixed range, such as to the
right of the camera, to the left or within a certain very small range etc). Fortunately, the group
members came up with a very robust calibration method which ensured a solution of very high
quality (succession rate at minimum 80 percent) for the MiR100+UR3e mobile manipulator. The
group also chose to concentrate on completing a high-quality solution for MiR100+UR3e when it
became apparent that the group would not be able to complete a good solution for both mobile
manipulators (MiR100+UR3e and SEIT100+YuMI IRB14000) within schedule.

8 Discussion and Conclusions
The group members learned many things during this project, one of which was the importance of
good planning, but most of all the importance of having a team that’s used to working together and
that can be flexible in their approach when a crucial risk is realized, such as the usual scheduling
problems. Skills such as how a formal technical planning stage of a project such as this is executed,
how the business planning stage is executed and how that documentation needs to be written, image
processing, robot manipulation and web design were all important parts of the project and all of the
members will probably have use for those skills in their upcoming careers.

The area of the project that proved to be the hardest one to complete was the image processing and
the resulting calibration method in general. Image processing in and of itself was not too difficult to
realize, but creating an effective calibration method relying on image processing was proven to be
quite difficult as the mobile manipulator’s docking location relative to the EnAS workbench was
prone to deviate significantly for each mission execution. The group underestimated the workload
needed to complete that calibration method which ended up affecting the workflow of the project to
such a degree that corrections needed to be made.

The main conclusion that can be made about the work of the group is that an excellent product is
hard to design (ours had a success rate at ca. 80-90%), and designing a perfect one is almost
impossible when taking into account the circumstances (3 months to complete the project with
corona restrictions while every single member of the group had more than 3 courses
simultaneously). By leveraging a good team with good teamwork, appropriate planning and
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replanning when needed, and having an open mind to learn one can manage to create good things
and these lessons will surely help us all in our future careers!

List of Appendices
All of the provided links are leading to the project's own homepage on the course website .

Appendix A:
● Link: Project plan

Appendix B:
● Link: Business aspects document

Appendix C:
● Link: User manual

Appendix D:
● Link: Gantt chart
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